JAPAN OPTIONAL TOURS
Travel Period: up to December 2019
Prices subject to availability and may change without prior notice. Tour prices shown in Japanese Yen per
person on 2-to-go basis. Certain tours may not operate during festive seasons. Other T&C apply. Visit
https://www.cit.travel/terms/ for more info.
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Tokyo Day Tour with English Speaking Guide

1.1

Daily
(All Year)

1.3

Daily
(All Year)

1.4

Daily
(All Year)

1.5

1,2,4,5,6
(All Year)

1.6

Daily
(All Year)

1.8

Daily
(All Year)

Yanaka Walking Tour
Pick-up/ Drop-off are NOT included | Time: 9:00~ or 13:00
Step back in time to ancient Tokyo during this 3.5-hr exploration of the city’s
historic Yanaka district. Discover a different side of the sprawling Japanese
capital that dates back to its Edo period of 17th to 19th centuries. English guide
included on your visit providing additional details about Japanese history &
local culture.
Meet the lucky cats in suburban Tokyo: Gotokuji Walking Tour
Pick-up/ Drop-off are NOT included| Time: 10:00 AM
Explore the Gotokuji Temple and Shoinjinja Shrine with a 3.5-hr guided tour.
Meet your guide at the train station and set out on a walking tour that includes
the Gotokuji shopping area and the Setagaya Castle Ruins Park. Enjoy the
greenery of the temple and learn about the origins of the familiar lucky cat
statues and see hundreds of them lined up. Get advice on where to eat and
what to see in this suburban neighborhood after the tour.
Historical Journey into Akasaka district (Walking Tour)
Pick-up/ Drop-off are NOT included | Time: 09:45AM
A 4-hr walking tour of Akasaka, and learn the history of the city from a local.
Go back in time to the Edo period. See where the samurai used to reside, visit
shrines and shopping streets, view embassies and guest houses. Learn more
about Akasaka district from the professional guide.
See a real local fish market: Up close & personal in Kita-senju (Market Tour)
Pick-up/ Drop-off are NOT included | Time: 08:00AM
Joint this 4-hr walking tour around Senju and Shibamata, in the northeastern
area of Tokyo, where the atmosphere of old ‐ town Tokyo is still going strong!
After meeting at Senjuohashi Station, this tour will visit Senju Market. Adachi
Market is the second largest wholesale in Tokyo after Tsukiji, however way less
crowded. Enjoy fresh seafood and the atmosphere of a vibrant market.
Explore and Get Tipsy in the deep local area: Jujo and Akabane (Food Tour)
Pick-up/ Drop-off are NOT included | Time: 15:00PM
This is a 3.5-hr tour from "Jujo" in Tokyo Metropolitan area "Akabane" with a
local guide. Jujo is synonymous with a shopping district, the Jujo Ginza
shopping district, where an arcade of 374 m in length runs, including the Zujo
Fujimi Ginza shopping district, the Jujo Nakadori shopping street, the
entertainment district, and much more. Seven shopping streets extend in both
all directions in total.
Exploring Tokyo's Red-Light District in Yoshiwara
Pick-up/ Drop-off are NOT included | Time: 15:00PM
Yoshiwara is now well famous as Japan's most significant red-light district, with
its Edo era vibe eliciting vivid images of what the age’s red-light scene was
like. While the area is not the rowdy, raucous show it once was anymore, it is
still steeped in history but very much alive at the same time, known as a tourist
destination with an unrivaled cultural pedigree. Here flourished the fashion,
Kabuki, and popular culture of the day. Many novels and movies have also
naturally been set here.
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1.10

Daily
(Subject to
availability)

1.11

Daily
(All Year)

1.12

Daily
(All Year)

Get the real thrill of Sumo during a morning practice! (Traditional Experience)
Pick-up/ Drop-off are NOT included | Time: 07:30AM |Duration: 3.5HR
Many Sumo wrestler stables are dotted across Sumida Ward, Tokyo, where
there are many true Sumo wrestlers striving to excel. During morning practice,
you can see how the body of a well-trained, big wrestler strikes in front of you.
You can experience the pure pleasures of real and severe Sumo wrestling not
being hampered by television live broadcasts. Scattered sweat, heavy
breathing, master and senior wrestlers' scolding encouragement – all these
things are waiting for you to observe.
Traditional Japanese Calligraphy Experience with a Master of the Art
(Traditional Experience)
Pick-up/ Drop-off are NOT included | Time: 10:00AM ~10:00PM（Flexible)
Spend 2 hours in Tokyo learning the traditional art of Japanese calligraphy,
called ‘shodo.’ Under the expert eye of a master calligrapher, you’ll practice
using the tools of the trade: brushes, ink and paper. Settle into a quiet studio
where the ambiance encourages a contemplative mindset. Then try your
hand at writing Japanese characters in an artistic style once indispensable to
nobles and samurai.
Enjoy Tokyo's top view of Mt. Fuji and a hot spring too on this hike around Mt.
Takao (Hiking Tour)
Pick-up/ Drop-off are NOT included | Time: 09:00AM
Mt. Takao is part of Tokyo’s Hachioji City and is the most popular climbing spot
in the Kanto area, located about 50 kilometers west of the city center. It is a
wonderful mountain, designated as Michelin three star along with Mt. Fuji in
2007, and it’s a national park where you can leisurely enjoy mountain walks
even on a day trip. The mountain has been especially important to Japanese
since 744, when Emperor Shomu commanded the creation of Yakushiji, a
famous temple, and thereby encouraged followers to come to the mountain.

8,000

8,000

-

6,500

6,500

-

11,000

5,500

6-12

10,000

5,000

7-12

12,000

-

-

7,500

5,000

7-12

Kamkura Day Tour with English Speaking Guide

2.1

Daily
(All Year)

Explore Kamakura's Natural and Historic Beauty by Foot
Pick-up/ Drop-off are NOT included | Time: 09:00AM
Experience the shrines and temples of Kamakura, one of Japan’s most
prominent religious centers, on a 5-hour walking tour. In a small group limited
to 10 people, you’ll visit historical sites such as Tokei-ji Temple, Jochi-ji Temple,
and Genji-yama Park, while learning about the foundations of Buddhism and
Shintoism. Plus, you’ll marvel at Kotokuin (Great Buddha of Kamakura), a 47foot (14-meter) Buddha statue that dates back to the 13th century.

Osaka Day Tour with English Speaking Guide

4.2

Daily
(All Year)

4.3

Daily (All
Year)

Adventurous Evening Tour of Food and Drink in Osaka (Food Tour/ Night Tour)
Pick-up/ Drop-off are NOT included | Time: 18:00PM ~ (Flexible)
Osaka is famous for its food, and you're going to see it all tonight!
Your tour will take you to three different open/standing bars that also serve
food and the two neighborhoods of Tenma and Kyobashi. The tour includes
at least a few small plates of food, three drinks, and the train ticket between
the two neighborhoods. Additional food and drinks can be purchased.
Nature Walk at Minoo Park, the Best Waterfall in Osaka (Walking Tour)
Pick-up/ Drop-off are NOT included | Time: 09:00AM/14:00PM ~ (Flexible)
This walking tour is about 4 hours in total, away from the hustle and bustle of
the big city Osaka. Enjoy the seasonal nature while hiking. It is about 30 minutes
from Osaka by the train on the Hankyu line. Minoo Waterfall” that has been
selected as one of the best waterfalls in Japan. Around the waterfall you can
enjoy various sceneries throughout the four seasons from the fresh green in
spring, up until the beautiful autumn leaves in autumn
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Nara Day Tour with English Speaking Guide

5.2

Daily
(All Year)

Explore Yamato-Koriyama, a grand combination of castle town and goldfish
enjoyment (Sightseeing)
Pick-up/ Drop-off are NOT included | Time: 09:00AM/14:00PM
Yamato-Koriyama is located in the northern part of Nara Prefecture, and
flourished as a castle town since ancient times. Nowadays, it is a city rich in
historic vibe and also known as one of the best producers of goldfish in Japan.
Here we offer a walking tour which shows you the spots unique to YamatoKoriyama. At final stop, you’ll also visit "Koriyama goldfish museum" to observe
and photograph various kinds of goldfish. Altogether, you will have around 50
minutes to enjoy this goldfish extravaganza.

6,500

3,250

6-12

7,000

4,000

7-12

14,000

7,000

7-12

11,000

5,750

7-12

14,000

-

-

8,500

6,000

7-12

Hokkaido Day Tour with English Speaking Guide

6.2

Daily
(All Year)

Otaru Discovery Walk
Pick-up/ Drop-off are NOT included | Time: 10:00AM |Duration: 3.5HR
Discover Otaru, renowned for its nostalgic charm and seafood specialities, on
a walking tour. In a small group limited to eight participants, you’ll wander
around Ishikari Bay and tick off highlights such as Otaru Canal, Sakaimachi
Street, & Suitengu, reachable after climbing 123 steps to the top. Throughout
the tour, your guide provides insight into the history and culture of Otaru.

Other Day Tour with English Speaking Guide

7.1

Daily
(All Year)

8.1

Daily
(All Year)

9.1

Daily
(All Year)

11.1

Daily
(All Year)

Kanazawa - Enjoy a Samurai Town with an Insider on a Full Day Private Tour
of Kanazawa (Sightseeing)
Pick-up/ Drop-off are included | Time: 9:30AM |Duration: 7HR
Tour an ancient samurai district with an insider to make sure you don’t miss any
of the sights. Get insight into Kanazawa, a town of great cultural
achievements rivaling Kyoto and Tokyo. Enjoy a relaxing walk through Omicho
Market, visit the historic Kanazawa Castle. Walk through the serene garden of
Kenrokuen. Learn the history of this samurai town from a professional guide.
Hiroshima - Trekking Tour of the World Herigtage Miyajima (Hiking Tour)
Pick-up/ Drop-off are NOT included | Time: 10:00AM |Duration: 5.5HR
Hike to the panoramic summit of Miyajima’s highest mountain during this
scenic and invigorating guided trek, which includes round-trip ferry rides to
Miyajima Island. Enjoy plenty of time to explore the ancient sacred site,
including the UNESCO-listed shrine of Itsukushima and dozens of Buddhist
caves, home to statues and artifacts. Relax and enjoy the standout scenery,
with your private group guide on-hand to keep things running smoothly.
Shikoku - Make your own kitchen knife with a master blacksmith in Shinmato
(Traditional Experience)
Pick-up/ Drop-off are NOT included | Time: 09:00AM |Duration: 8HR
Experience blacksmith cutlery production as inherited from ancient times in
Japan at "Tatara Iron & Steel Forging Workshop Kurogane," surrounded by the
Shimanto River area of Kochi Prefecture, with mountains and river wilderness
in abundance. In the experience, original cutlery, including kitchen knives,
cutting knives and possibly scissors too are all made by you from steel using
fire and special technique. You can also engrave wedding memorials and
memories of the trip.
Explore Jigokudani Snow Monkey Park with a local Insider (Walking Tour)
Pick-up/ Drop-off are NOT included | Time: 09:00AM |Duration: 3.5HR
Meet the Japanese macaques - more commonly known as snow monkeys.
Jigokudani Yaen-koen is a place to observe the interesting ecology of
Japanese Monkey nearby, and many people in the world have loved this
place since 1964 when it was opened. The monkeys soak in the hot spring and
such monkeys are unequalled anywhere in the world. The best charm of
Jigokudani Yaen-koen is about enjoying the ecology of wild monkeys to be
able to observe nearby through a year and the rich nature itself of the animals,
insects, plants, and so on.
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Muslim & Vegetarian Friendly Day Tour with English Speaking Guide

1.2

Daily
(All Year)

One Day Tokyo Highlights
Pick-up/ Drop-off are included | Time: 09:30AM
A Muslim-themed 7hr guided excursion at Tokyo covering some of the city’s
top sights. Absorb the historic architecture & elegant temples of the Asakusa
neighbourhood, visiting the renowned Senso-ji and a Japanese garden
before enjoying a Halal-certified ramen restaurant for lunch (own expense).
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7,000
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6,000
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6,500

6-12

12,000

6,000

7-12

18,040

47,120

6-12

7,240
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6-12

7,780
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6-12

4,920

-

-

8,100

8,100

6-12

27,650

-

-

Half-Day Kamakura Highlights
2.2

Daily
(All Year)

3.1

Daily
(All Year)

4.1

Daily
(All Year)

6.1

Daily
(All Year)

Pick-up/ Drop-off are NOT included | Time: 09:30AM
Have a tour around a city that’s popular with Muslim travelers—Kamakura. By
going on a 5hr private tour, you’ll have your guide’s undivided attention. Save
time and see multiple highlights in one day, such as Jōmyō-ji, Hokoku temple,
Komachi Street, Tsurugaoka Hachiman Shrine, and more. You can ask guide
to recommend where to get a halal lunch too.
One Day Kyoto Highlights
Pick-up/ Drop-off are included (Kyoto area only) | Time: 10:00AM
A 7hr sightseeing itinerary on a Muslim-friendly sightseeing tour of Kyoto. A
great way for first-time visitors to orient themselves, this sightseeing tour covers
Nishiki Food Market, the historic district of Gion, Kiyomizu Temple and
Higashiyama areas of Kyoto. Plus, you’ll receive tailored attention from your
guide in a small group limited to 10 people.
One-Day Osaka Highlights
Pick-up/ Drop-off are included | Time: 9:30AM
Get acquainted with the highlights of Osaka on a 7hr Muslim-friendly tour, a
great way for first-time visitors to orient themselves in the bustling city. You’ll
visit Osaka Castle (Osaka-jo), Dontonburi, and Kuromon Ichiba Market.
One day Sapporo Highlights
Pick-up/ Drop-off are included | Time: 10:00AM
On this private 6hr day tour of Sapporo, Muslim travelers can feel confident
knowing that their specific needs are being taken into consideration. Your
private guide will take you to family-friendly places, attractions with
dedicated prayer rooms, and dining spots that meet Muslim dietary
requirements. See the highlights of Sapporo while observing your faith.

Premium Japan Tours
C01

Winter
Season

A06

Mon~Fri 9:30
/ 11:00

A10

Mon~Sun
10:00~15:30
every
30mins

B06

Mon~Sun
20:00~04:00
every 1hr

A02

Mon~Sun
11:00~16:30
every 30
mins

Winter Horse Riding-40 min Plan (Hokkaido)
3-minute walk from Sapporo| Duration: 2hrs 40mins
a horse ride for 40 minutes in the snow as if you were a cowboy. A beginnerfriendly experience escorted by qualified instructors.
Samurai experience (Tokyo)
5-minute walk from Shinjuku-gyoemmae Station | Duration: 3hrs
Cosplay as a SAMURAI and Learn SAMURAI culture. Let’s dress up & take
some cool photos.
Genuine Tate (sword battle) lesson + performance (Tokyo)
11-minute walk from Keio Line Hachimanyama Station| Duration: 90mins
Learn and practice Japanese sword fight skills under the instruction of a
professional actor. Enjoy the dynamic performance by professionals.
Magic plan (Night Show @ Tokyo)
11-minute walk from Keio Line Hachimanyama Station| Duration: 90mins
Learn and practice Japanese sword fight skills under the instruction of a
professional actor. Enjoy the dynamic performance by professionals.
Become an authentic oiran! (Osaka)
3 mins on foot from Osaka business park Sta.|
Experience kimono classroom and a kimono rental studio, an oiran style
adapt to each customer will be proposed from a wide range of choices.

A06

Mon~Tue/ Fri
Sun
10:00~13:30~
15:30~

Genuine tea ceremony experience plan (Osaka)
Learn the traditional tea ceremony and the art form’s deep spiritual side.
Enjoy a photo session with the tea instructor wearing kimono.
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